
Cheery Zahau vocabulary 
 
>>>> 00:11 
စးီပာွးပညာ င ်> economics expert  

စစလ်ငိး်တငိး် ကေလး မိ နယ် မငး်လ ကးီရွာ > S Division, K 

Township, M Village  
အမိေ်ြခ > house count, number of houses 

စကိ်ပျိ းေရး > agriculture  

လယ်လပ်ငနး် > rice farming  

အသကေ်မွးဝမ်းေကျာငး်တယ် > to earn a livelihood  

>>>> 00:53 
မနက်မိးလငး်တယ် > dawn breaks  

စားဝတေ်နေရး > basic necessities  

ကမနး်ကတနး် > hurriedly  

တစေ်နကန ်> all daylong ("one-sun-run out")  

V1V1 V2V2 > whether V1 or V2 
ြခငး်ေတာငး် > basket  

ထငး် > firewood  

လ ပ်စစမ်ီး > electricity  

ေတာကေ် ာက ်> directly  

လမေရးကစိ > social affairs  

တွက် ကည်တ့ယ ်> to calculate  

ဝငေ်င ွ> income  

လပ်အားခ > payment for labour  

ဒါေ ကာင်မ့ိ ့ > therefore, for that reason  

ေကျးလကေ်ဒသ > rural area 01:54 

ဒါအြပငမ်ာ > apart from that, furthermore  

မခီိသ > dependant  

သတ်မတတ်ယ် > to define, categorise, classify as  

N-အပါအဝင ်> including N, N included  

မတ်ပတံင ်ေပျာကသ်ာွးတယ် > my ID card was lost  

ေလ ာကတ်ယ ်> to apply  

လဝကဦးေလး > the gentleman at the La Wa Ka [short for 

လဝငမ် ကီး ကပေ်ရး( ံး) Immigration (Office)] 

ဝငေ်င ွ> income  

ခံြငငး်တယ် > to resist strongly, to object 

ကယိပိ်ငလ်ပ်ေဆာငသ် > business woman ["private work 

person"]  
ဘေြပာတယ ်> to contradict, be obstreperous  

>>>> 02:50 

သးံ ကမိေ်ြမာကမ်ာမ > not till the third time 

ပရိသတ ်> audience  

အသတ်မတ် ခရံတယ ်> to be classified  

ဇနးီသည် > wife  

ချစသ် > girlfriend  

>>>> ၀၃း၁၅ 

မခီိသလိပ့ဲ [ေမ့ေမးတာလား?] > do you consider them 

dependants?  
N-နးီပတဝ်နး်ကျင ်> current environment of N  

>>>> ၀၃း၂၀  

သတိက့ိ မခီိသတဲ ့> they say they are dependants  

အြဖစလ်ည်းပဲ သတ်မတထ်ားပါတယ် > and that's how they 

classify them  
ေနာကဆ်က်တဲ ့ြပဿနာ > problems that follow on   

ပစည်းဥစာ ပိငဆ်ငိခ်ွင် ့> right to own property  

ဆးံ ံးတယ် > to lose, not be entitled to  

စတငတ်ယ် = စတယ ်

ေချးေင ွ> loan  

တစန်ညး်တစလ်မး် > in one way or another  

ပိတ်ပငတ်ယ ်> to be blocked  

သနး်ေခါငစ်ာရငး် > census  

လဦးေရ > population  

>>>> ၀၄း၃၄ 

… လပ်ငနး်ေတွကိ မခီိတယ် > to depend on … occupations  

ထည်တ့ွက်တယ် > to include in calculations  

လကိ် ာ ကည်တ့ယ် > to look for  

အမျိ းသမီးထ > the female segment of the population 

["women+mass"]  
>>>> ၀၅း၀၀ 

အသအိမတ ်ြပ တယ ်> to recognize, acknowledge  

လအိပ်ချက ်> requirement, need  

စမီံကနိး် > project  

လမတးိတကေ်ရး > social progress  

ေ ာင်ေ့ းတယ ်> to be slow, delayed  

အ ကေံပး > advisor  

>>>> ၀၅း၄၃ 

ဂျိ ကပ်ဆဗဲငး် ? > [name of group]  

ဖလမး် > Falam [name of town]  



အပ်စ ဖဲွတယ် > to form a group  

အဖွဲဝငေ် ကး > subscription ["group-enter-fee"]  

>>>> ၀၆း၀၅ 

N-နးီပါး > nearly N  

ေငရွငး်ပမာဏ > the size of their resources  

ဝကတ်စေ်ကာင ်> one pig  

လပ်ငနး် ချဲတယ် > to expand their activities  

အဒဲျ ေကး ငး်လနး် > [English words] 

>>>> ၀၆း၃၂ 

ေဆး ံ တကတ်ယ် > to attend hospital  

အကျိ း ြပ တယ ်> to assist, bring benefit to   

ရပ်ကွက်တငိး်လလိမိာ > in almost every neighbourhood  

>>>> ၀၇း၀၁ 

လက်ပိက်ထငိတ်ယ ်> to sit with arms crossed [doing 

nothing]  
တစစ်တံစခ် > something  

ဘွ ဲရတယ် > to get a degree  

>>>> ၀၇း၂၀ 

သာမန ်N > ordinary N  

ကေလးထနိး်တယ် > to look after children  

>>>> ၀၇း၃၀  

တေိတာငး်တဲ ့သငတ်နး် ကာလမာ > in the course of a short 

training course 
အေကာငး်တင်စ့ကီးေတွ > [English words]  

မေနဂ့ျ◌ ်လပ်တယ် > [English word]  

စမီံတယ် > to organize  

>>>> ၀၇း၃၉ 

ေကာငး်ေကာငး်ေလး သိတယ ်? [words unclear] 

>>>> ၀၇း၄၅ 

ထးီမဝ်ပ် > [English word]  

ထးီမဝ်ပ် ေကာငး်ြခငး် > a high standard of TW  

ဆးံြဖတခ်ျက် ချတယ ်> to make a decision  

>>>> ၀၈း၀၀ 

ေသးေသးေလးေတရွဲ ့ အဖွဲေတွ > groups of small numbers of 

members  
အမျိ းသမီးထ > the mass of women, women as a force  

ေမးခွနး် > question  

စနစတ်ကျ > systematically  

(?ချတွက်တယ်) > ?to calculate, work out 

အထကတ်နး်အထိ > as far as High School  

ဘ ာအထနိး် > financial management  

ငိင်ေံတာ်ရဲ ့ ဘတဂ်ျက် > [English word] 

သကသ်ာတယ် > to be relieved, eased, let off lightly  

>>>>>> ၀၉း၀၀ 

(?တွကပ်စ်လိကြ်ခငး်အားြဖင်)့ > as a result of calculating ?   

ကနထ်တမ် > production  

စ းစားစရာ ြဖစတ်ယ် > to be a matter for thought 

အ မဲတမး် > always 

ယံ ကည်တယ် > to believe, trust  

အရာ > thing, point, item, matter  

စမွ်းရညြ်မင်တ့ငတ်ယ် > to increase capability, to empower  

လအ့သငိး်အဝငိး် > society  

>>>>>> ၁၀း၀၀ 

ဂျီဒပီီ > [English word]  

၈ ဒဿမ ၇ > 8.7  

ဗဟဘိဏ် > Central Bank  

ဆးံ ံးတယ် > to make a loss, to lose out  

အမားအရွငး် ကငး်တယ် > to be free from error  

ရငး် းီြမ ပ် မံ > investment  

>>>>>> ၁၁း၀၀ 

 
 
 
 
 



Cheery summary 00 to 04 
 
The part played by women in the economy 
 
C was brought up in small village -- 200 households 
The women started work at dawn, preparing necessities for family 
Then spent day in forest working, bring back firewood 
Come evening they deal with domestic affairs, social, religious 
They worked 14 hours a day 
They received no pay 
They are regarded as dependants 
C herself had this experience: lost ID card and applied for new 
Official classified her as dependant. C objected: I have job, I have income 
Official resisted. She eventually persuaded him 
How about people in audience? Are your women dependants? 
Being dependant raises problems: eg no property rights, no documents 
Problems when want to learn skill, start business.  
Can't take out loan. Progress is blocked.  
70% of Burmans live in country districts 
04:00 
2014 census figure for population is 51 mln. 26mln arewomen 
So 18 mln women live in countryside. They all depend on agriculture 
Do we include their economic contribution? Cheery looked online and in mags 
The eco contrib of 18 mln women is unrecognised.  
This omission puts a brake on our economic and social and political projects 
I have worked with Chin women's orgs since age 17 
I am still working for them as advisor, doing research 
One org I found while doing that research was Gyocup Seven Group, Falam tnsp, Chin State 
They had many diffics, but in the midst of those  

they formed small groups and paid 2000 k a month subscription 
After 3 years they had nearly 100 x 100,000 saved up (10,000,000) 
The members were entitled to use that to take out loans to expand their business.  
So if one member reared a pig, they cd borrow money and raise two more.  
Or ehy cd borrow for children's education, or for medical expenses 
In Chin State where education and health servicesare poor, this fund was v valuable 
This group now exists in almost every ward in Falam tsp 
Here's an example of women not sitting back and looking on in the midst of difficulties, but actually getting up and doing sth 
That shd be recognized.  
One thing I noticed is that these women don't have degrees. They do't have 10th std.  
They are ordinary women, womenlooking after children.  
But they acquired accountant skills, They fully understand how to handle 100 thein.  
They also developed teamwork. Teamwork is a key element in business success.  
They also developed leadership and decision making skills.  
08:00 
So there are plenty of women with these skills in the rural areas.  
So we need to ask how we can encourage how we can empower such people. 
We all know that women can manage their income or their husband's to the best interests of their family 
My mother is a good example. She did go to school up to 10th std, but she is the best accountant in the family.  
If people like her managed the state budget the budget wd be in a much better state.  
 
0905 
Why do I give you these examples? The economic contribution of women is very great.  
We need to think about how we can factor in the economic contribution of the 18 mln workforce. 
It is my longstanding belief that empowering women is a way to raise their family's economic status, it raises the status of our 

communities, and it boosts our country's economy.  
Our GDP is 8.7 acc to the Central Bankwebsite for 2014.  
If we want our GDP to improve, we need factor in the income of the 18 mln women.  



Raising the work powerof women is a rask-free fail-safe investment.  
In English: Empowering women is empowering families, empowering communities, boosting our country's economic growth, 

that is the investment which will not fail.  
Thank you.  
 
————————————————————————— 
 


